Past Life Regression

A Path to Self Awakening
There is no denying the fact that we all are firm believers of Holy Scriptures and also try to follow
the principles enunciated in them. Amongst all these scriptures and their preaching, the one which
has most deeply a O'ecicd our psyche is perhaps the Gita. The Gita we know, is the lesson of life
and karma taught to Arjuna by Lord Krishna in the battlefield of Kurukshetra. There are two basic
and the most important facts that emerge from the entire discourse of the Gita. Firstly, the physical
body is destructible but the soul never dies (Soul is immortal). Secondly, the karma chakra is
inescapable and that every person has to face the result of his actions, both good and bad.
However, it is sad to realize that the above truths about life and death brought forth in the Gila are
merely spoken by us without realizing their truthfulness. In order to overcome this and to make
people realize the genuineness of the immortality of the soul and the truth about the Karma theory,
RHF, under the able guidance of Dr. N. K. Sharma has discovered the miraculous process of Past
Life Regression (PLR). The basic objective of PLR is that people should not merely recite the
principles of Gita but live them so that the truth of a chosen few should become the truth of
everyone. PLR is a process by which a person is taken into the stage of trance and then he is
made to regress into his past and future lives. The person is able to clearly see his previous births
and deaths, the movement of his immortal soul from one body to another.
During the process of PLR. Dr. N.K. Sharma who has taken countless people (including several
saints) into their past lives has helped people discover certain interesting facts. One of them is that
we neither emerged from any animal form nor do we lake any animal form in our future lives. The
sex (male/female), caste. creed and eating habits (veg/non-veg) may however get changed from
one life from to another. Another important feature about life seen during PLR is that relationships
have no significance. It is noticed during PLR that our relations with people keep changing in every
life. Our mother in our present life could have been our daughter or our wife in the previous life.
Likewise, our son in the present birth could have been our brother father in the previous one.
People undergoing PLR have confirmed that soul never dies and that it is immortal. They have also
confirmed having seen the soul leaving one body and entering into another. This has also helped
dispel their fear of death because they come to terms with the fact that death is limited only to the
physical body. And this is the basic objective of RHF that each person after undergoing PLR
should actually confirm the teachings of the Gita regarding the immortality of the Soul.
This revelation of life and death through PLR indicates that the only two forces that
govern the relationships of one soul to the other in each birth are Love and Hatred. All relations are
the manifestations of only these two feelings. Love hatred for any human form in this life is surely
connected lo some act of love/hatred in the previous lives and the same feeling of love/hatred will
further govern the relations with that particular human being in the future lives as well.
Another important phenomenon that is seen during PLR is the extremely precise, accurate and
flawless existence of the Karma theory of life. It is a fact that GOD has created the world and has
slept forever. He does not control the results of your action. It is your own action that will give the
due results to you. As such, there is no existence of a separate Hell or Heaven. All actions that
yield good results are infact, the Heaven and the bad results of sinful acts are the Hell. Every soul
has to pass his vast ocean of the Karmic cycle, lt is virtually inescapable. Through PLR, people can
see as to how their good deeds have yielded good results and vice-versa.
Here, it is interesting to note that in the Mahabharatha, while lying on the bed of arrows, Bhishma
said to Krishna. "'I have seen my past 72 births but I could not find out the reason for this physical

suffering that I am undergoing on the bed of arrows."At this, Krishna tells Bhishma that had he
gone one more birth backwards i.e. in the 73rd life, he would have discovered that Bhishma (as a
child) had pricked tiny insects- flies with thorns for fun. This pain on the bed of arrows is the result
of his bad deed which he committed 73 rd births earlier The above instance corroborates the
ultimate truths and facts about life & death discovered by Dr. N. K. Sharma in his amazing process
of PLR. It is the objective of RHF to make people believe the truths of life not by merely reading
them in books scriptures, but by actually experiencing them.

Experience past life & create your own Gita &Bible
The Gita, Bible & the Gurugrantha are not your own experiences. They are the taste &
truth of others - not yours. You are just blindly listening & following the taste of others.
Therefore, nobody will ever transform. Pass through your own experience & become
your own Gita then you don't have to follow the Gita & the Bible because now you have
your own Gita.


You will never fear death

Experience your real self (the soul), death & transition. Thousands of time you have
died & reborn with different body. face, colour, height, culture, language & caste.
Your soul changes physical form like a cloth but your soul always remain the same (The
Original Self).


You never came from animals & insects

Why believe old scriptures? Go to your past life & see yourself very clearly that you are
always born from humans & take birth again as human; only your male female character
changes. To transit in human category, animals need developed mind & emotions like
humans.


You have been thousands of times Hindu/Muslim/Christian.

There is no cast or creed, no superiority or inferiority. In so many past lives, you have
been king, poor, saint, Harijan (so-called low cast), Muslim, Hindu, Christian, Brahmin
(so-called higher cast). Then truly, who you are ? Hundreds of times you have been
non-Vegetarian & vegetarian too. Hundreds of languages yon have passed through.
What is your true language? Attachment with cast, language & superiority is just a
mental conditioning - an illusion.


Nature does not recognize any relationship except love & hatred

Relationship has no meaning for nature. Love is eternal. If you love or hate someone,
he/she may appear in your next past life with a different relationship. Your past life
mother may be your daughter in this present life. Your husband may be your son in next
life. Your obedient servant may be your brother in next life. Just like actors we come &
play various characters & we depart Love & hatred attract & distract each other.


Your sons & daughters are not real.

They are passers-by. They are independent souls traveling their own journey, They will
benefit & harm according to your past bounding or no bounding with them. Never
possess them. They are not our properties. They are guest souls. Love them, respect

them & let them pass through. Do not attach with them. You have your own journey to
complete.


There is no Hell & Heaven

As mentioned in our all old scriptures, there is no Hell or Heaven in the sky. No Yamraj
(The God of Death). No God will ever meet you there. Your each moment, every action
& thought creates positive or negative Sanskara (imprints) on your soul which makes
your soul heavy (Earth bound) or light (Heavenly bound). You always carry your Hell &
Heaven with you, all the time, attracting punishments or rewards.
A true awakening only can free you from the illusionary bondage of hell & heaven.
There is no escape from life
All experiences of life are lessons. You have to pass through them, 'there is no escape.
Those who practice celibacy (remain unmarried), hate women and money, renounce
worldly affairs, families, business & relationships are thrown back to life again & again to
learn their lesson thoroughly & to grow towards higher spiritual dimensions and to
complete their journey. An escapist has no way out.
Those so-called spiritual (renunclated) people who have not gone through experiences &
challenges of life are thrown back to complete their lessons of life & to complete their journey.
— Dr. N. K. Sharma

